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Thermal diffusivities are inferred in the plasma edge of a matched pair of DIII-D J. Luxon, Nucl.
Fusion 42, 614 2002 high confinement mode discharges, one with edge localized modes ELMs
present and the other with ELMs suppressed by resonant magnetic perturbations. These
experimentally inferred thermal diffusivity profiles are compared with the predictions of a variety of
thermal transport theories. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2387943
I. INTRODUCTION
High performance H-mode plasmas in tokamaks are
generally characterized by the cyclic buildup of the edge
pressure pedestal until an edge localized magnetohydrody-
namic MHD mode ELM of a few ms duration occurs,
resulting in a sharp drop in the edge pressure pedestal and a
large outflux of particles and energy into the scrape-off layer
SOL. Following the ELM event the pressure pedestal
builds up over a period of typically tens of ms until the next
ELM event occurs. References 1 and 2 review ELM behavior
in tokamaks. The onset of ELMs is now reasonably well
understood as being due to a combination ballooning-peeling
kink mode MHD instability e.g., Refs. 3–6.
Since ELMs limit the sustainable pedestal pressure they
also limit the achievable central pressures in tokamaks with
“stiff” temperature profiles, which could limit the perfor-
mance of future tokamak reactors see, e.g., Refs. 7 and 8.
Furthermore, ELMs constitute a source of power pulses into
the SOL and onto the divertor plates, which may overwhelm
the heat removal capability in future tokamak reactors see,
e.g., Refs. 9 and 10.
These potential problems of ELMs have motivated an
effort to suppress them by the addition of small resonant
magnetic field perturbations RMPs that induce a chaotic
behavior of the magnetic field lines,11–13 which should en-
hance the radial electron heat transport14 and thereby reduce
the edge pressure gradient below the threshold value for
ELM instability. While this strategy has been successful in
suppressing ELMs, there is evidence15 suggesting that the
reduction in edge pressure gradient is due to a reduction in
the plasma density rather than to an increase in the electron
thermal transport in the edge.
Our purpose in this paper is to investigate the thermal
transport in H-mode discharges in which ELMs are sup-
pressed by resonant magnetic perturbations in comparison to
the “background” thermal transport in ELMing H-mode dis-
charges transport in addition to the pulsed, large scale con-
vective transport in the ELM event itself. For this purpose,
we make use of a recently developed methodology16 for in-
ferring edge thermal transport that takes into account the
spatial variation over the edge region of both the total and
convective heat fluxes for ions and electrons due to radiation,
recycling neutrals and ion-electron collisional energy trans-
fer, and the temporal variation of these heat fluxes due to the
intermittent ELM events.
II. MATCHING ELM-SUPPRESSED
AND ELMING H-MODE DISCHARGES
In this study, a matched pair of lower single null diverted
discharges were used to compare the thermal transport in
plasmas with ELMs to that obtained during ELM suppres-
sion with resonant magnetic perturbation from the DIII-D
I-coil.17 These discharges have plasma currents of 1.5 MA, a
toroidal magnetic field BT=2.0 T, and were configured for
strong pumping with the lower divertor cryopump. The tem-
poral evolution of the electron pedestal density, temperature,
and collisionality are shown in Fig. 1 along with the global
energy confinement time, normalized plasma beta, and lower
divertor D recycling. The pedestal and divertor ELM dy-
namics with and without the resonant magnetic perturbation
along with the pedestal density, temperature, and pressure
profiles measured in these discharges are discussed in detail
in Ref. 17.
In order to investigate the underlying thermal transport
in the ELMing H-mode, we chose two times in the ELMing
H-mode discharge 123302 to analyze. With reference to the
D signal shown in Fig. 2c and the pedestal electron pres-
sure shown in Fig. 2d, at 2500 ms a series of ELMs has
reduced the pedestal pressure to a local in time minimum
and an ELM event has just ended; we will subsequently refer
to this shot time at which the transient effect of ELMs on the
pedestal is maximum as “post-ELM.” Similarly, at 2600 ms,
the pedestal pressure has recovered from the transient effect
of previous ELMs as fully as possible because the next ELM
is just about to occur; this shot time at which the transient
effect of ELMs on the pedestal is minimum will be referred
to as “pre-ELM.” We choose 2500 ms to analyze in the
ELM-suppressed phase of discharge 123301 and refer to thisaElectronic mail: weston.stacey@nre.gatech.edu
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shot-time as the “I-coil” because the I-coil is used to cause
the ELM suppression by producing resonant magnetic per-
turbations.
Fits of the experimental density and temperature profiles
used for analysis of these shot times are shown in Figs. 3 and
4. The effect of the ELM in flattening the density profile and
reducing the edge pedestal is clear from comparison of the
pre-ELM and post-ELM curves in Fig. 3. The overall density
see Fig. 2e is reduced for the I-coil shot time but so also
is the edge density gradient shown in Fig. 3. The electron
temperature profile in the edge is affected remarkably little
by either the ELMs or the I-coils, as shown in Fig. 4. The ion
temperature, on the other hand, is transiently reduced some-
what by the ELMs compare the pre-ELM and post-ELM ion
temperature profiles in Fig. 4 and is much larger in the
lower density I-coil shot time.
Our objective is to analyze these profiles to infer infor-
mation about the underlying thermal transport processes and
how they are affected by ELMs and the I-coil. To further
characterize the discharges, it is useful to display these
data also in terms of the profiles of collisionality,
ei
* eiqR /the3/2, and of gradient scale length ratios
i,e  Lni,e/LTi,e   1Ti,e Ti,er / 1ni,e ni,er  .
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Viewed like this, the edge conditions
are seen to be quite different for the pre- and post-ELM
stages of the ELMing H-mode discharge 123302 and differ-
ent yet again for the ELM-suppressed discharge 123301, not-
withstanding the similarity in global other than density and
machine parameters.
FIG. 1. Color online Left column, top to bottom:
plasma and I-coil current, electron pedestal density,
electron pedestal temperature, electron pedestal colli-
sionality. Right column, top to bottom: energy confine-
ment time, normalized plasma pressure N, lower di-
vertor D recycling for discharge 123301, and lower
divertor D recycling for discharge 123302 as a func-
tion of time. Discharge 123301 solid line was ELM-
suppressed with I-coil on. Discharge 123302 dashed
line had ELMs.
FIG. 2. Color online Parameters for shots 123301 and
123302 over the interval 2350–2650 ms: a injected
beam power; b injected gas fueling; c D signal; d
pedestal electron pressure; e line-average density; and
f global plasma energy content. Discharge 123301
solid line was ELM-suppressed with I-coil on. Dis-
charge 123302 dashed line had ELMs.
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III. METHOD FOR INFERRING EXPERIMENTAL
THERMAL TRANSPORT
Following the development of Ref. 16, the total ion and
electron radial heat fluxes consist of conductive and convec-
tive components
Qi,e = ni,eTi,ei,eLTi,e
−1 + 52i,eTi,e. 1
Thus, if ni,e , Ti,e, and LTi,e
−1 are determined experimentally
e.g., as given in Figs. 3 and 4 and Qi,e and i,e are calcu-
lated from heat and particle balances, the experimental i,e
profile can be evaluated from
i,e
expr = LTi,er Qi,erni,erTi,er − 52 i,erni,er 	 . 2
This inference of i,e depends not only on the measured tem-
perature and density profiles and the total heat flux Qi,e pro-
files, but also on the convective heat flux profiles.
Equation 2 assumes the conventional diffusive/
convective model of thermal transport. We note that there
have been studies of the possibility that avalanche-type phe-
nomena may be involved in transport in the pedestal region.
It would seem that avalanche-type phenomena would pro-
duce an intermittent convective thermal transport that could
be included in the present formulation with an appropriate
time averaging.
We use an integrated modeling code system18 that per-
forms i particle and power balances on the core plasma to
determine the net particle and heat fluxes outward across the
separatrix, which are used as input to ii an extended two-
point divertor model with radiation and atomic physics that
calculates plasma densities and temperatures in the divertor
and SOL and the ion flux incident on the divertor plate,
which iii is recycled as neutral molecules and atoms that
are transported 2D through the divertor region across the
separatrix into the plasma edge region. Any sources of gas
puffed neutrals and the charge-exchange neutrals incident on
the wall are also similarly transported inward. This inte-
grated code system is used to calculate the ion particle and
total heat fluxes crossing the separatrix from the core into the
SOL, the neutral flux crossing the separatrix from the SOL
into the core, and the resulting radial distribution of neutral
atoms in the edge plasma. The integrated model is normal-
ized to match the measured line-average density, the mea-
FIG. 5. Color online Electron-ion collisionality parameter.
FIG. 6. Gradient scale length ratio i,eLni,e /LTi,e.
FIG. 3. Color online Fits to measured electron density distribution in
DIII-D shots 123301 and 123302.
FIG. 4. Color online Fits to measured temperature distributions in DIII-D
shots 123301 and 123302.
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sured energy confinement time, and the measured central and
pedestal densities and temperatures by adjusting the neutral
source, the confinement factor H, and profile factors.
The atomic physics data are taken from Ref. 19 with
subsequent extensions to higher temperatures and a reduction
in elastic scattering cross sections by 25% to remove charge-
exchange contributions, and the radiation emissivity is cal-
culated from a fit to coronal equilibrium calculations taking
into account the effect of charge exchange and recombina-
tion in the presence of recycling neutrals based on the
ADPAC data.20 The neutral recycling model has been
checked against both Monte Carlo calculations and DIII-D
neutrals measurements.21
Using these fluxes crossing the separatrix calculated
with the integrated model as separatrix boundary conditions,








	ion + Snb, rsep = sep
exp 3
inward from the separatrix across the edge region to deter-
mine the edge distributions of the particle flux, r, where
no is the density of recycling and gas fueling neutrals and Snb
is the source rate of plasma ions due to neutral beam and



























inward from the separatrix to determine the Qi,er needed to
evaluate the radial distribution of i,e from Eq. 2. Here
qnbi,e is the local neutral beam power deposition density, no is
the recycling neutral density, no
c is the density of “cold” re-
cycling neutrals that have not yet collided inside the separa-
trix and 1.5To
c is their average energy, qieTi−Te /Te
1.5 is
the ion-electron equilibration rate, EionTe ,ne is the ioniza-
tion energy, nz is the impurity carbon density, LzTe ,no is
the impurity radiation emissivity, 
	cx+elTi is the charge-
exchange plus elastic scattering rate coefficient, and

	ionTe ,ne is the electron impact ionization rate coeffi-
cient.
The experimental ne,z and Ti,e and the calculated neutral
density are used to evaluate the terms in Eqs. 3 and 4,
which are then integrated radially inward from the experi-
mental separatrix boundary conditions for the particle and
heat fluxes determined as discussed above. We must at
present estimate the split of Qsep into Qsepi and Qsepe, but only
a relatively narrow range of choices yields physically reason-
able results.
IV. INFERENCE OF EDGE THERMAL TRANSPORT
FROM MEASUREMENTS
A. Comparison of pre- and post-ELM stages
of ELMing H-mode
The various heating and cooling terms appearing in Eqs.
4 were evaluated using the experimental density and tem-
perature profiles shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The results are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the post-ELM stage at 2500 ms
and the pre-ELM stage at 2600 ms, respectively, of shot
123302. The results of integrating these equations and the
continuity equation subject to separatrix boundary condi-
tions determined from global particle and power balances in
an integrated code, as described in the previous section, are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. There is a substantial contribution
of the time derivative terms in Eqs. 3 and 4 in the post-
ELM stage at 2500 ms as the collapsed pedestal density and
FIG. 7. Color online Heating and cooling profiles at post-ELM time in
shot 123302.
FIG. 8. Color online Heating and cooling profiles at pre-ELM time in shot
123302.
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determined from measured pedestal pressures, a substantial
collisional transfer of energy from ions to electrons qie in
both stages, which is somewhat larger in the post-ELM
stage, and a substantial charge-exchange cooling of ions in
both stages, which is somewhat larger in the pre-ELM stage
see Figs. 7 and 8.
The total heat fluxes generally decrease with radius in
the post-ELM stage because of the energy going into reheat-
ing the edge plasma following the ELM crash, while in the
pre-ELM stage the total heat fluxes generally increase with
radius because the energy input from beam heating exceeds
the losses and the rate of increase in internal energy is small
see Figs. 9 and 10. In both stages, the combination of col-
lision and charge-exchange energy losses is greater than the
beam heating for the ions just inside the separatrix, resulting
in a drop in the ion total heat flux there. Conversely, the ion
plus beam heating of the electrons is larger than the radiative
and ionization cooling, resulting in an increase of the elec-
tron total heat flux with radius over the entire edge in the
pre-ELM phase where the energy content of the plasma is no
longer increasing.
The convective heat fluxes tend to increase with radius
because of the increase in r due to the ionization of recy-
cling neutrals calculated from the continuity equation, but
tend to decrease with radius because of the decrease of Tr
with radius. The increase due to neutral ionization predomi-
nates for the hotter ions, resulting in an ion convective heat
flux that increases with radius just inside of the separatrix,
but the stronger decrease in Ter with radius than in Tir
results in a decreasing electron convective heat flux just in-
side the separatrix.
Using the total and convective heat fluxes shown in Figs.
9 and 10 and the experimental densities and temperatures
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 to evaluate Eq. 2 yields the experi-
mentally inferred thermal diffusivities shown in Fig. 11.
Both i
exp and e
exp increase with time between ELMs, most
strongly just inside the separatrix. Evidently, some transport
mechanisms increases in strength as the pressure pedestal
builds up between ELMs, but is suppressed by the ELM
event. With reference to Figs. 3–6, the densities, collisionali-
ties and gradient scale lengths differ significantly between
the pre- and post-ELM stages, but the temperatures are very
similar.
B. Comparison of ELM-suppressed and ELMing
discharges
Figure 12 shows the heating and cooling terms in Eqs.
4 evaluated with the density and temperatures shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for the ELM-suppressed shot 123301 at
2500 ms. The lower plasma density for this shot than in the
ELMing H-mode shot results in the charge-exchange cooling
being larger and extending further into the plasma in this
shot, but otherwise Fig. 12 is qualitatively similar to Figs. 7
and 8.
The heat fluxes resulting from solving Eqs. 4 and the
continuity equation are shown for the ELM-suppressed shot
in Fig. 13. The higher Ti in the ELM-suppressed shot results
in the ion convective heat flux being a much more significant
part of the total heat flux than in the ELMing shot; otherwise
the heat fluxes in Fig. 13 are qualitatively similar to the heat
FIG. 9. Color online Calculated total and convective heat fluxes at the
post-ELM time in shot 123302.
FIG. 10. Color online Calculated total and convective heat fluxes at the
pre-ELM time in shot 123302.
FIG. 11. Color online Inferred experimental i,e
exp profiles in ELMing shot
123302.
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fluxes for the pre-ELM stage in Fig. 10, neither of which are
in a stage of rapid pedestal pressure increase.
Thermal diffusivities inferred by using the heat fluxes of
Figs. 13 and the density and temperatures shown in Figs. 3
and 4 for shot 123301 in Eq. 2 are shown in Figs. 14 and
15. The electron thermal diffusivity in the ELM-suppressed
discharge is larger than that in the post-ELM stage of the
ELMing discharge, as expected theoretically,14 but is remark-
ably similar to that in the pre-ELM stage of the ELMing
discharge.
The ion thermal diffusivity in the ELM-suppressed
discharge is also larger than in the post-ELM stage of the
ELMing discharge, except for a dip in the former just inside
the separatrix, and both decrease with radius. Either the reso-
nant magnetic field or the reduced density seems to suppress
the growth of some transport mechanism that causes the
growth in i
exp just inside the separatrix in the pre-ELM stage
of the ELMing discharge, either directly or indirectly.
We note that neither the temperature distributions shown
in Fig. 4 nor the inferred thermal diffusivities shown in Figs.
14 and 15 indicate the presence of a strong, localized “trans-
port barrier.” The ion temperature gradients are relatively
uniform across the entire edge region and the electron tem-
perature gradients without the I-coil are almost as uniform,
and the inferred thermal diffusivities do not exhibit any
strong localized “dip” coincident with a steep gradient re-
gion.
C. Consideration of uncertainties
Consideration of the uncertainty in the determination of
the thermal diffusivities in Figs. 14 and 15 is in order at this
point. With respect to Eq. 2, errors may enter the determi-
nation through the experimental density and temperature pro-
files or through the calculated total and convective heat
fluxes. The error bars on the measured temperatures are

10% and on the measured densities 
5%.
The possible errors in the calculated total and convective
heat fluxes are probably primarily associated with the deter-
mination of the particle and heat fluxes crossing the separa-
trix which are used as boundary conditions in the calcula-
tion of particle and heat flux distributions in the edge and
secondarily associated with the actual calculation of the par-
ticle and heat flux distributions from Eqs. 3 and 4. The
total heat flux crossing the separatrix is determined from a
FIG. 14. Color online Comparison of e
exp in ELMing and ELM-free shots.
FIG. 15. Comparison of i
exp in ELMing and ELM-free shots.
FIG. 12. Color online Heating and cooling profiles in ELM-free shot
123302.
FIG. 13. Color online Calculated total and convective heat fluxes in
ELM-free shot 123301.
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power balance involving the known neutral beam heating
power plus the measured ohmic heating power less the mea-
sured radiation from inside the separatrix less the measured
rate of increase in the total energy content of the plasma; the
possible error in the total heat flux crossing the separatrix is
probably 
10%. The split of this total heat flux crossing the
separatrix between ions and electrons is not measured and
must be estimated; however, there is a rather narrow range of
ion-electron splits for which the solution procedure described
above yields physically reasonable results convective heat
flux less than total heat flux over the entire edge region, as
discussed in detail in Ref. 16. We used a 50:50 split and
estimate by calculation with other values of the split that
lead to physically reasonable solutions the maximum pos-
sible error in inferred thermal diffusivities associated with
this uncertainty to be 
25% for the shots in this paper.
Aside from any error associated with determination of
the separatrix boundary condition, any further error would
arise from the calculation of the heating and cooling terms
depicted in Figs. 7, 8, and 12. The use of a coronal equilib-
rium calculation for carbon line and recombination radiation
is a possible source of error in the radiation cooling term, but
this term is not a major contributor to the power balance. The
calculation of the atomic physics terms depends on the cal-
culation of the neutral influx, which is discussed below.
The particle flux crossing the separatrix which is needed
as a boundary condition in solving for the convective heat
flux distribution is determined from a particle balance on the
plasma involving the known neutral beam particle source
plus a calculated influx of neutral atoms minus the measured
rate of increase of the average plasma density. The neutral
influx is evaluated with a 2D transport calculation21 with gas
fueling and divertor and wall recycling sources represented
explicitly. The wall recycling sources are adjusted so that the
neutral influx fueling plus neutral beam fueling leads to a
prediction of the average plasma density that matches the
measured value when a “die-away” measurement of the par-
ticle confinement time is used, thus insuring that the correct
neutral influx fueling rate is used in the calculation. As
shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 13, the convective heat flux is
typically 10%–30% of the total heat, so that any error in the
calculation of the convective heat flux is reduced by this
factor in its contribution to error in the inferred thermal dif-
fusivities.
Clearly, it is difficult to associate an “error bar” with the
inferred thermal diffusivities. However, the above consider-
ations would suggest an uncertainty somewhere in the range
of 25%–100%.
V. THEORETICAL TRANSPORT MODELS
Now, we turn to the question of what mechanisms might
be causing the observed transport. Although large-scale
gyrokinetic or gyrofluid computer simulations of turbulent
transport are becoming possible, such a calculation including
the various atomic physics and other edge phenomena dis-
cussed above is probably beyond the present state of the art
and is certainly well beyond the scope of this paper. Rather,
we will compare the inferred thermal diffusivities against
tractable theoretical formulas evaluated using the experimen-
tal data, with the intent of obtaining physical insight. How-
ever, some of the representations that we will employ are
state of the art for the particular transport mechanism e.g.,
neoclassical and paleoclassical theories and all of them are
representative of forms used to represent that transport
mechanism in present simulations.
A. Ion transport
1. Neoclassical
The neoclassical Chang-Hinton neoch expression for
the ion thermal conductivity is22,23
i
neoch = 1/2i
2 iia1g1 + a2g1 − g2 , 5
where the a’s account for impurity, collisional, and finite
inverse aspect ratio effects and the g’s account for the effect
of the Shafranov shift
a1 =
0.661 + 154 + 1.88 − 1.541 + 3.75





1 + 0.74 j
*3/2






























3/2thi, and =d /dr,
where  is the Shafranov shift. The impurity thermal con-
ductivity is obtained by interchanging the i and I subscripts
in the above expressions.











where = p / B
2 /20 and Ba denotes the poloidal mag-
netic field evaluated at r=a. Since we need this quantity at










where a denotes the quantity evaluated using the average
pressure over the plasma and Ba. Using a parabola-to-a-
power current profile jr= j01− r2 /a2, for which the ra-
tio of the values of the safety factor at the edge to the center
is qa /q0=+1, and a fit
24 li=ln1.65+0.89 leads to the
simple expression
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̄a + 12ln1.65 + 0.89qaqo − 1	 . 9
In the presence of a strong shear in the radial electric
field, the particle banana orbits are squeezed, resulting in a
reduction in the ion thermal conductivity by a factor of S−3/2,
where25
S = 1 − id ln Erdr  ErthiB . 10
Here i is the ion poloidal gyroradius.
The neoclassical transport phenomena are always
present.
2. Ion temperature gradient modes
For a sufficiently large ion temperature gradient
LTi−Ti / dTi /dr
LTi
crit0.1R0.18 the toroidal ion
temperature gradient itg modes become unstable. As can be
seen in Fig. 6, ITG modes are predicted to be unstable over
the entire edge region for all shots considered. An estimate of














where i is the gyroradius in the toroidal magnetic field B,
and ki=2 has been used.
3. Drift Alfvén modes
Drift Alfvén da instabilities are driven by collisions
and hence become important in the collisional edge plasma.
Numerical modeling27 indicates that EB shear alone can
not stabilize these modes low collisionality and a steep pres-
sure gradient are also needed. Figure 5 indicates that the
collisionality is sufficiently large outside of 0.97 for da
modes to be present. An analytical model28 which takes these




where the ion gyro-Bohm thermal conductivity is i
gb
=s
2cs /Lpi, with Lpi−pi / dpi /dr,




for k 1/qR, and
 =  1 + n2−3 + n2
1 + n
2 + n
















with e=the /ei being the electron mean free path.
4. Thermal instabilities
In the weak ion-electron equilibration limit, local radial
thermal instabilities in the edge ion and electron energy bal-
ances are decoupled, and the linear growth rates may be




0LT−2 + kr2 + 52n LT−1 −  , 16
where the first two terms represent the generally stabilizing
effect of heat conduction and convection, respectively, with
LT
−1= −dT /dr /T for the species in question,  being the
ion or electron particle flux, and  characterizing the tem-
perature dependence of the underlying thermal conductivity
for that species, 0T. We used =2.5, but the results are
relatively insensitive to this value. The  terms represent the
generally destabilizing atomic physics and impurity cooling
























and for the electrons


















The terms ion and at are the neutral ionization frequency in
the pedestal region and the frequency of charge-exchange
plus elastic scattering events involving cold neutrals that
have not previously undergone such an event in the pedestal
region. Eion is the ionization energy, and nz and Lz are the
density and radiative emissivity of impurities in the edge
pedestal region. H represents any additional heating or cool-
ing in the pedestal.
An estimate of the transport associated with such ther-




In evaluating this expression we used kr=5 m
−1, correspond-
ing to radial instabilities with wavelengths of 20 cm, which
is about the maximum depth into the plasma that destabiliz-
ing neutral and/or impurity radiation effects might penetrate
into a plasma. We used the neoclassical and paleoclassical
values of the ion and electron thermal diffusivities to evalu-
ate 0. When the calculated growth rate is negative, the ther-
mal instabilities are not present and will not be shown.
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B. Electron transport
1. Paleoclassical
A model based on classical electron heat conduction
along field lines and magnetic field diffusion in which the
electron temperature equilibrates within a distance L along
the field lines and in which radially diffusing field lines carry
this equilibrated temperature with them and thus induce a
radial electron heat transport M L /qR10 times larger
than the resistive magnetic field diffusion rate leads to the
following paleoclassical paleo expression for the electron
heat diffusivity30
e






where taking L as the minimum of the electron collision
mean free path and the maximum half-length of the helical
field results in









, e = c/pe,















=  2 + Zeff2 + 13Zeff/4	
+ 2 + Zeff − ln1 + 2
Zeff1 + *e
1/2 + *e





1 − 2−1/21 − 2









The paleoclassical transport phenomena are always present.
2. Electron temperature gradient modes
The electron temperature gradient etg modes electro-
static drift waves with kcspe are unstable when e
Ln /LTe1, which is generally the case in the edge region
for the shots considered in this paper, as shown in Fig. 6. An
expression for the thermal conductivity due to the etg modes
is given by24
e




e1 + e , 22
where Smr /qdq /dr is the magnetic shear and pe is the
electron plasma frequency.





 0.8R/Lne, or1 + ZeffTe/Ti1.33 + 1.91r1q dqdr 1 − 1.15  .
23
3. Trapped electron modes
The principal electron drift instabilities with kcsi
arise from trapped particle effects when e
*
e / the /qR3/2
1. In more collisional plasmas the mode
becomes a collisional drift wave destabilized by passing par-
ticles. An expression for the electron thermal diffusivity that
encompasses the dissipative trapped electron mode tem and













e1 + e . 24
The collisionality range encompassed by this expression in-
dicates that tem modes should be present over the entire edge
region for these shots.
4. Drift resistive ballooning mode
The drift-resistive ballooning drb mode is destabilized
by unfavorable curvature on the outboard side of the torus in
a collisional edge plasma. Linear stability analysis32 indi-
cates that the transport associated with these modes can be
characterized by a particle diffusion coefficient scaling
D2q2e
2ieR /Ln and a proportionality constant equal
to the flux surface average of the normalized fluctuating ra-
dial particle flux 
nVr. Subsequent calculations
33 found ro-
bust growth rates of drb’s for the edge parameters of DIII-D
and predicted the normalized fluctuating radial particle fluxes
for models representative of TEXT and DIII-D core param-
eters 






with the normalization factor equal to 4 to characterize the
transport of electron energy due to drift-resistive ballooning
modes, with the caveat that there could well be an additional
normalization constant needed. We note that one group of
transport modelers31 calibrated this formula to L-mode data
and found a factor of 94−4 instead of 4 should multiply
this expression  is the elongation, while another group34
used this expression with the factor of 4.
5. Resonant magnetic perturbation diffusion
A magnetic field line integration code35 is used to nu-
merically calculate the magnetic diffusivity Dm across the
outer region of the plasma where resonant magnetic pertur-
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bations from the DIII-D I-coil are expected to produce a
significant level of stochasticity. The magnetic diffusivity of
a field line is defined as
Dm = r
2/2L , 26
where r is the total radial displacement, calculated at the
outboard midplane, between the starting point of the field
line calculation and its end point. Here, L is the total parallel
field line length from the starting point to the end point.
Since the DIII-D version of the field line integration code
calculates trajectories in poloidal flux space , an average
Dm
 taken over an ensemble of N starting points on a single
flux surface is determined on each flux surface based on the











where  j is the total displacement of a single field line in
poloidal flux and Lj is its total parallel length. As discussed
in Ref. 36, 
Dm
 is converted to real space variables 
Dm
r 
with units of meters using a geometric factor that accounts
for the shape of the flux surface. Then, an average stochastic
magnetic electron thermal diffusivity 
e−m




r  = vthe
Dm
r  , 28
where vthe is the electron thermal speed on the starting flux
surface. The code is typically set to calculate N=180 poloi-
dally distributed, equally spaced, field line trajectories on
each flux surface and follows each field line until it either
hits a solid surface or makes 200 toroidal revolutions. A field
line escape fraction fesc, the ratio of field lines hitting a solid
surface to the number of field lines started on each flux sur-
face N, is calculated on each flux surface and a weighted

e−m
r w is calculated using

e−m
r w = fesc
Dm
r  . 29
Values of fesc and 
e−m
r  calculated for discharge 123301 are
given in Refs. 17 and 36, respectively.
VI. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTALLY INFERRED
AND THEORETICAL THERMAL DIFFUSIVITIES
The experimentally inferred electron thermal diffusivity
star symbol is compared in Figs. 16–18 with the predic-
tions of the various theoretical formulas of the previous sec-
tion, evaluated using the experimental data of Figs. 3–5, for
the post- and pre-ELM stages of the ELMing H-mode dis-
charge and for the ELM-suppressed discharge. The inferred
e
exp is in reasonable agreement with the paleoclassical pre-
diction for both the ELM-suppressed discharge Fig. 18 and
the pre-ELM stage of the ELMing discharge Fig. 17. The
magnetic perturbation diffusion theory also is in reasonable
agreement with e
exp for the ELM-suppressed discharge Fig.
18. The resistive ballooning mode rb has the correct pro-
file to account for the increase with radius just inside the
separatrix, but a larger normalization constant than 4 would
be needed to match experiment.
Predictions of the other theories have larger disagree-
ment with the experimentally inferred e
exp profiles. The etg
prediction is an order of magnitude too large. The tem pre-
diction varies radially from strong underprediction to strong
FIG. 16. Color online Comparison of theoretical e
th and experimentally
inferred e
exp at the post-ELM time in shot 123302.
FIG. 17. Color online Comparison of theoretical e
th and experimentally
inferred e
exp at the pre-ELM time in shot 123302.
FIG. 18. Color online Comparison of theoretical e
th and experimentally
inferred e
exp in ELM-free shot 123301.
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overprediction in two of the three cases. The predicted elec-
tron thermal instability growth rates were negative at all radii
for all three cases, indicating no contribution to electron
transport however, 0 was taken as the paleoclassical value,
which may be inappropriate since the paleoclassical expres-
sion tends to overpredict the experimentally inferred e
exp.
Similarly, the inferred ion thermal diffusivity star sym-
bol is compared with the predictions of the various theoret-
ical formulas of the previous section in Figs. 19–21. There is
good agreement with the itg prediction over almost the entire
edge region except for a strong underprediction just inside
the separatrix. The criterion i0.1R for the growth of tor-
oidal itg modes has been used in plotting Figs. 19–21; if the
more restrictive criterion i1 was used the itg prediction
would be zero in several other regions see Fig. 6.
The other predictions of i are generally in poorer agree-
ment with i
exp. Neoclassical theory with S=1 generally
predicts i profiles of similar shape as itg but an order of
magnitude lower in value. The drift Alfvén da i generally
increases with radius and becomes comparable to i
expjust
inside the separatrix. The ion thermal instabilities have nega-
tive growth rates for the ELMing discharge, except just in-
side the separatrix at the pre-ELM stage where their esti-
mated i is comparable to the experimental value, and the ti
prediction is not in good agreement with experiment for the
ELM-suppressed discharge.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Thermal transport has been inferred from experimental
temperature and density profiles and calculated conductive
flux profiles taking into account edge cooling due to atomic
physics, ion-electron equilibration and convection in the
edge plasma for a matched pair of H-modes, one ELMing
and the other with ELMs suppressed by resonant magnetic
perturbations. The inferred thermal diffusivities were com-
pared with the predictions of various theoretical models.
Both i
exp and e
exp increase with time between ELMs,
most strongly just inside the separatrix. Evidently, some
transport mechanisms increases in strength as the pedestal
pressure builds up between ELMs, but is suppressed by the
ELM event.
The resonant magnetic perturbations introduced by the
I-coil do increase e
exp relative to the background value
without the I-coil just after the ELM crash, as predicted
theoretically. Remarkably, this increased e
exp due to the
I-coil is well matched over the entire edge region to the e
exp
just before the ELM crash in the ELMing H-mode, which
would seem to indicate that it is not the increase in e
exp
caused by the resonant magnetic field perturbations that sup-
presses the ELMs. Rather, the resonant magnetic perturba-
tion seems to cause the discharge to operate at a lower aver-
age and pedestal density and thus at a pedestal pressure
below the ELM threshold.
None of the theoretical predictions provides a good fit to
the experimentally inferred thermal diffusivity over the en-
tire edge region. The inferred i
exp profile agrees best with itg
predictions, although there is a significant underprediction
just inside the separatrix for which there must be another
explanation. The experimentally inferred e
exp agrees best
with the paleoclassical and the magnetic perturbation predic-
FIG. 19. Color online Comparison of theoretical i
th and experimentally
inferred i
exp at the post-ELM time in shot 123302.
FIG. 20. Color online Comparison of theoretical i
th and experimentally
inferred i
exp at the pre-ELM time in shot 123302.
FIG. 21. Color online Comparison of theoretical i
th and experimentally
inferred i
exp in the ELM-free shot 123301.
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tions for the ELM-suppressed discharge and with the
paleoclassical prediction just prior to the ELM crash in the
ELMing discharge.
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